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Place limit on the city. Work the contact between the city and the 
countryside, the Ecotone. Integrate the infrastructure and create 
intermodality. Regenerate the existing city and latent environmental 
matrix. Manage transformations; information and organization. 

What you tell you are going to do, do it.

“
“



METROPOLITAN ZIPPER

UNIVERSITY: ETSAV - UPC | Barcelona Tech

LOCATION: Terrassa - Les Fonts - Rubí

YEAR: 2014

TEAM: Georgina Beltrán | Lara Tudó

Some urban projects have been developed in the Vallès Occidental county with the treatment 
idea of the zone as a metropolitan area. 
The simultaneity of urban areas and present activities along the Rubí road give rise to large-sca-
le management of a territory sparsely equipped with opportunities on the outskirts of the towns 
of Terrassa, Les Fonts and Rubí. 

We pretend to provide this area with a mobility suitable for all audience, designed to solve the 
interrelationship between various economic sectors and offer participation currently non-exis-
tent. The large-scale extrapolation that defines this strategy includes the coexistence of activi-
ties in different sectors, the harmony between different urban areas, the integration of simul-
taneity; the city, the people, the street. An axis of cohabitation between people of metropolitan 
centers across the street; the Metropolitan Zipper.
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What is a metropolitan area?
Comparing with Barcelona, which we understand as a big city that 
comprise several districts, the treated area consists of several cities 
in order to work with the characteristics of a metropolitan zone. The 
proposal wants to bring the idea to understand the area as a ONE  
single area, not as small villages connected by a single road. 

The method? The combination of structural strategies with pro-
grammatic strategies.

STRUCTURAL 
STRATEGIES

PRORAMMATIC 
STRATEGIES

1_ Green Corridor
2_ New accessibility

3_ Section improvement

1_ Public horticultural areas
2_ New activity node

3_ Rehab of obsolete buildings





BEFORE AFTER

BEFORE AFTER

BEFORE AFTER

BEFORE AFTER





Place limit on the city. Work the contact between the city and the 
countryside, the Ecotone. Integrate the infrastructure and create 
intermodality. Regenerate the existing city and latent environmental 
matrix. Manage transformations; information and organization. 

What you tell you are going to do, do it.
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ROUTE RINGO RANGO

UNIVERSITY: ETSAV - UPC | Barcelona Tech

LOCATION: Les Planes

YEAR: 2015

TEAM: Students of the PUD course

The neighbourhood of Les Planes was born in the mid-twentieth century, with the arrival of 
families from different parts of Spain, who self-build their own homes. The topography of Les 
Planes is characterized by being particularly marked, and mobility and accessibility become a 
problem recognized by neighbours. 

We wanted to improve the mobility and promote a fast connection between the streets. One way, 
the Ringo Rango, crosses the plots and trace a shortcut to build a more direct route to the train 
station. This route, however, is incomplete. The goal of Route Ringo Rango is to build the absent 
flights of stairs following the strategy to overcome the difference in level that has accumulated 
nearly 50%. We are a group of 25 architecture students who want to go beyond paper and bring 
the project to reality. This must be useful, necessary, feasible, possible, with social return, co-
llective and with architectural quality.



What happens in Les Planes?
Les Planes is a neighbourhood in the heart of Collserola and be-
longs administratively to the cities of Barcelona, in the East, and 
Sant Cugat del Vallès, in the West, divided by the Can Blau torrent, 
which crosses Les Planes from north to south.

For years, the area occupied by the neighbourhood was a summer 
resort with hotels, fountains and a picnic area still present. At the 
beginning of the twentieth century, the first town was created, and 
in 1950 it became a humble neighbourhood populated by people 
coming from the rest of Spain. The district, due to its topography 
marked by steep slopes, has grown irregular and with self-built ho-
mes on parcels that local councils didn’t regularized until 1980, 
when the urban development plan was approved.

Beyond Vallvidrera, and already on the slopes of Valles, Les Planes 
includes several distinct centres: Mas Sauró, Mas Gumbau and 
the Rectoret belonging to Barcelona, and the Coll Blau, belonging 
to Sant Cugat. The lowest point of the district is where the picnic 
area (200 m), in the middle of the passage of FGC railway and the 
highway tunnels of Vallvidrera. The hills that accentuate the sharp 
relief of Les Planes are the Turó dels Soldats (365 m) and the Turó 
del Penitent (409 m).
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The steep streets and the zigzag made to overcome the unevenness ge-
nerate a problem both pedestrian mobility and rolled. The district has the 
train stop Les Planes, built in 1914, but although the linear distance be-
tween the station and the different sectors is short, the plot of the streets 
and the gap multiplies the length of travel to station. So is planned in 
the urban action plan a number of routes that cut perpendicular streets 
parcels exceeding the height difference with stairs as a shortcut for pe-
destrians. This route, known as “Ringo Rango” has never been completely 
built and there are only different flights of steps that have no continuity.

So ROUTE RINGO RANGO purposes to take these routes to optimize jour-
ney times on foot between the highest point of the district and the train 
station. This could reorganize mobility and accessibility to several par-
cels, which now have difficult access, the same way they could recover 
some space for public enjoyment.

but, HOW?
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Identify opportunities and manage constraints of the buildings and 
urban spaces; understand architecture as a resource, prolonging 
their life with a new use as a sustainable strategy that preserves the 
energy contained in the construction and reformulates the concept of 
habitability with greater involvement of the habitant.
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TEMPORARY CONDITIONS

UNIVERSITY: ETSAV - UPC | Barcelona Tech

LOCATION: Barcelona Port Vell

YEAR: 2013

TEAM: Individual work

The fishing pier in the Port Vell has remained disengaged from the activity of the big city since 
its creation. The fishermen activities are contained in a field completely alien to Barceloneta 
neighbourhoods and around the pier, as well as leisure and recreation are limited to large 
commercial complexes such as Maremagnum and the Olympic Port.

The intention is to complement the existing economic activity with other applications to enable 
greater integration between the pier and the rest of the city, to generate a dynamic that pro-
motes fishing, and gets retro feed by it. A journey begins at the entrance of the pier and ends at 
its extreme with the activity that characterizes this sector; the fish auction. Parallel to this tour, 
fishing activity is developed in the opposite direction. Veteran users undo the way to bring the 
product to their land. Two crossed tracks, in destiny and intention, a cross of activities to extend 
the tradition and bring civility; to integrate, learn and participate.



The system performance is based on the preservation of the exis-
ting buildings modified in form and content: new parts are removed 
or added to the buildings following a criterion similar to the existing 
one.

- Current warehouse: split the building in three volumes
- Ice factory: removing a pillar bay
- Actual fish market: repetition of modules; it follows a grid
- Houses: adding orthogonal closure

Mooring current situation is preserved; purse seine fishing, trawling 
and recreational fishing.

We delimit a grounder lane exclusively for buyers and exporters of 
the pier. Those vehicles, alien to purchase fish, who want to visit the 
pier will have an existing parking located in Barceloneta, just over 
100 meters from the entrance. The pedestrian circulation supplies 
almost all the pier: we will delimit certain paths differentiating the 
area for visitors to the area for workers through changes in pave-
ment. Because labor time slot, visitors can get to access the whole 
place.

Most vegetation in the project is present through its construction; 
pergolas systems and suspended cables rise vegetation and use 
it as a possible source of shades for different paths along the pier. 
Green does not grow on the ground, being on a pier difficult to main-
tain, but is born in the building.

How can we participate here? Picture of the volume of buildings in the model; the current store network in 
three different volumes located on the edge of the pier. Just before, a rest 
area, a space before the central path that runs through all the buildings of 
the pier between the volumes of the ice factory and warehouses.

The central path comes from the current warehouse ends to the clock 
square, and opens a new route through the building of the current fish mar-
ket - and converted into a restaurant and culinary school. The octagons 
school mark different routes, different pavements.













The contemporary city, since the known distinction between land and 
traditional town, is predominantly metropolitan. The metropolitan 
area, now understood as a palimpsest, is the result of projects and 
processes where urbanized areas with diverse functional specializa-
tion exists simultaneously with not urbanized areas.

“ “
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ARCHITECTURE & CITY

UNIVERSITY: ETSAV - UPC | Barcelona Tech

LOCATION: Ca n’Ametller - Sant Cugat del Vallès

YEAR: 2012

TEAM: Individual work

Ca n’Ametller is a small district of Sant Cugat del Vallès. We find this land zoned without any re-
lationship between them; either a natural, urban or architectural barrier, the territory is sectored.
Residential activity mixed with industrial activity, but far from getting involved with service activi-
ties. Single equipment, a school isolated by the natural barrier. Several leisure activities that are 
kept separate to the rest of the territory. The recycling plant currently represents 10% of the total 
area, including storage spaces, building and land necessary for its operation.

The proposal consists of land management in four large blocks of residence, tertiary services 
and equipment. The weight of the recycling plant is relocated within the area and kept some of 
the existing buildings. The highest density remains in offices, and other residence will be linked 
to this ‘pillar’. The orthogonal walk to tertiary towers marks the guideline of the situation of servi-
ces in the field; the point of planning. The coexistence of axes; green, home, leisure.



The proposal begins with an initial repositioning of the recycling 
plant, with an administrative building. The second one will be pla-
ced facing the Rubí road, and the production halls will be hidden 
among the existing vegetation to achieve an acoustic barrier. It will 
be equipped with a vial for vehicular entrances and exits of trucks 
belonging to the company.

All the equipment will be integrated into the residence, located in 
permeable areas in the superblock; presence of green. The ground 
floor of the main axes are equipped with commerce and tertiary 
services.

Agricultural activities will be conserved, to include it with collective 
character; urban gardens located in the central park. The unfamiliar 
houses (less height) will be placed around the perimeter of the re-
sidential area. Will be the entrance to Central Park, integrated with 
its vegetation.

The object is to relate the residential activity with commercial faci-
lities maintaining agricultural activity, and provide this urban area 
with open community spaces as a nexus of various activities
.
The factory, together with its storage spaces, has to be far from this 
activity. More than 30% of facade of Can Fontanals Avenue belongs 
to the factory:

What we find in Ca n’Ametller?









Remember that the logical view of an urban project, with each building, 
should represent pieces that fit into the urban grid. We want to be a 
revitalizing action, which recognizes the strategic role of the study area 
for the formation of urban São Paulo, and the role it can play in its 
current configuration.

“ “
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HOUSING SÃO PAULO

UNIVERSITY: FAU - USP

LOCATION: São Paulo

YEAR: 2015

TEAM: Borja Nieto I Lara Tudó

The issue of housing in the city of São Paulo, Brazil, is in doubt to develop a modern architectural 
design in the middle of the historic centre. ‘The city’ is understood as a key area for architect 
work, and it is in this space that our work will have a strong policy, and will be placed in the cen-
tre of  transformations and conditions of human existence. This awareness of political action 
necessarily incorporates the study of all other urban space components: physical, historical, 
social, economic, aesthetic, poetic, etc.

We will work a set built, by studying the range of variants that interfere with a proposed develo-
pment and construction of a small city sector. In other words, we study issues related to urban 
design to project results integrated into the existing urban fabric, urban fabric to which it be-
longs, until the resolution of problems related to the interventions of this kind. The architectural 
form and constructive thought. The shape geometry and the building logic processes. 



How was the historic city? And now?
In the late 19th century and the early 20th century, Bom Retiro was consi-
dered to be a modern region. The Luz and the Júlio Prestes railway stations, 
along with Jardim da Luz, then São Paulo’s only public park, were elegant 
examples of European-influenced Luz Station which was actually built in 
England while the architecture and landscaping were put together in Brazil

It was originally an industrial section. In the 1960s, factories began being 
replaced by active clothing and fashion retail stores and textile and weaving 
small businesses. 

The neighborhood had an influx of Mediterranean immigrants such as Ita-
lians, European Jews and Levantine Arabs from what is now Lebanon and 
Syria. In greater numbers, the Italians settled in the sections of Bela Vista, 
Brás, Ipiranga, and Barra Funda and other parts of the state.

Jardim da Luz is considered the oldest park and one of the few green areas 
in the central region of São Paulo. Despite its sculptures and grottoes insta-
lled and maintained by the Pinacoteca museum next door, it has an intense 
movement of prostitutes, a few country music singers, as well as itinerant 
preachers and peddlers. Across from the park through the Luz station in the 
Old Centro direction, drug activity is not uncommon, which gave the region a 
bad reputation as the “Cracolandia”.

On 6 January 2010, the São Paulo City Council officially recognized Bom Re-
tiro as being the Korean cultural neighborhood.

Elevation of the São Caetano Street

RELATIONSHIP EMPTY-FULL

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY ON 
THE GROUND FLOOR

BUILDINGS HEIGHTS
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